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DES I G N  G U I DE  

 
This PowerPoint 2007 template produces a 36”x48” 
presentation poster. You can use it to create your research 
poster and save valuable time placing titles, subtitles, text, 
and graphics.  
 
We provide a series of online tutorials that will guide you 
through the poster design process and answer your poster 
production questions. To view our template tutorials, go online 
to PosterPresentations.com and click on HELP DESK. 
 
When you are ready to print your poster, go online to 
PosterPresentations.com 
 
Need assistance? Call us at 1.510.649.3001 
 

 

QU ICK  START 
 

Zoom in and out 
 As you work on your poster zoom in and out to the level 
that is more comfortable to you.  

 Go to VIEW > ZOOM. 
 

Title, Authors, and Affiliations 
Start designing your poster by adding the title, the names of the authors, 
and the affiliated institutions. You can type or paste text into the 
provided boxes. The template will automatically adjust the size of your 
text to fit the title box. You can manually override this feature and 
change the size of your text.  
 
TIP: The font size of your title should be bigger than your name(s) and 
institution name(s). 
 
 

 
 

Adding Logos / Seals 
Most often, logos are added on each side of the title. You can insert a 
logo by dragging and dropping it from your desktop, copy and paste or by 
going to INSERT > PICTURES. Logos taken from web sites are likely to be 
low quality when printed. Zoom it at 100% to see what the logo will look 
like on the final poster and make any necessary adjustments.   
 
TIP:  See if your school’s logo is available on our free poster templates 
page. 
 

Photographs / Graphics 
You can add images by dragging and dropping from your desktop, copy 
and paste, or by going to INSERT > PICTURES. Resize images 
proportionally by holding down the SHIFT key and dragging one of the 
corner handles. For a professional-looking poster, do not distort your 
images by enlarging them disproportionally. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Image Quality Check 
Zoom in and look at your images at 100% magnification. If they look good 
they will print well.  
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QU ICK  START ( con t . )  
 

How to change the template color theme 
You can easily change the color theme of your poster by going to the 
DESIGN menu, click on COLORS, and choose the color theme of your 
choice. You can also create your own color theme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can also manually change the color of your background by going to 
VIEW > SLIDE MASTER.  After you finish working on the master be sure to 
go to VIEW > NORMAL to continue working on your poster. 
 

How to add Text 
The template comes with a number of pre-
formatted placeholders for headers and text 
blocks. You can add more blocks by copying and 
pasting the existing ones or by adding a text box 
from the HOME menu.  

 
 Text size 

Adjust the size of your text based on how much content you have to 
present. The default template text offers a good starting point. Follow 
the conference requirements. 

 

How to add Tables 
To add a table from scratch go to the INSERT menu and  
click on TABLE. A drop-down box will help you select rows 
and columns.  

You can also copy and a paste a table from Word or another PowerPoint 
document. A pasted table may need to be re-formatted by RIGHT-CLICK > 
FORMAT SHAPE, TEXT BOX, Margins. 
 

Graphs / Charts 
You can simply copy and paste charts and graphs from Excel or Word. 
Some reformatting may be required depending on how the original 
document has been created. 
 

How to change the column configuration 
RIGHT-CLICK on the poster background and select LAYOUT to see the 
column options available for this template. The poster columns can also 
be customized on the Master. VIEW > MASTER. 

 
How to remove the info bars 

If you are working in PowerPoint for Windows and have finished your 
poster, save as PDF and the bars will not be included. You can also delete 
them by going to VIEW > MASTER. On the Mac adjust the Page-Setup to 
match the Page-Setup in PowerPoint before you create a PDF. You can 
also delete them from the Slide Master. 
 

Save your work 
Save your template as a PowerPoint document. For printing, save as 
PowerPoint or “Print-quality” PDF. 
 

Print your poster 
When you are ready to have your poster printed go online to 
PosterPresentations.com and click on the “Order Your Poster” button. 
Choose the poster type the best suits your needs and submit your order. If 
you submit a PowerPoint document you will be receiving a PDF proof for 
your approval prior to printing. If your order is placed and paid for before 
noon, Pacific, Monday through Friday, your order will ship out that same 
day. Next day, Second day, Third day, and Free Ground services are 
offered. Go to PosterPresentations.com for more information. 
 

Student discounts are available on our Facebook page. 
Go to PosterPresentations.com and click on the FB icon.  
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•  To present a series of syntactic and semantic asymmetries 
exhibited by “small” Ps such as bajo ‘under,’ and “big” Ps 
such as debajo ‘DE.under.’ 

•  To show that these asymmetries can be explained if we 
postulate that “small” and “big” Ps project different structures. 

•  To relate the contrast between “small” and “big” Ps to the 
contrast found with non-clitic doubled structures (1a) vs. 
their clitic-doubled counterparts (1b). 

      (1) a. Vi            a   María.           b. La      vi            a    María. 
               saw.1SG   A   María                CLACC   saw.1SG   A    María 
               ‘I saw María.’                        ‘I saw María.’ 

 

 
 
 

GOALS 

“SMALL” AND “BIG” PS - EXAMPLES 

(6) Structure of a “small” P (e.g. bajo ‘under’):  
 

                            PPLoc                  
                  3 
               PLoc               DP 
                bajo         6 
                                 la mesa 
  (7) Structure of a “big” P (e.g. debajo ‘DE.under’):  

  

                              PPLoc                                         
                      3 
                  PLoc             XP                                                              
            debajo       3 
                      spec     X’ 
                       DP            3                                                       
                 6    X              QP/NP 

              (de) la mesa                   6                                                                                      
                                                       PLACE 
In (6), the P selects a simple nominal complement.  
In (7), the P selects a more complex structure whose specfier is 
the nominal and whose complement is silent PLACE. The 
nominal is interpreted as the “possessor” of PLACE (Noonan 
2010, Terzi 2010 and others).                                                                           

 

 
 
The complement of a “big” P can be coordinated with 
another nominal. The complement of  “small” P cannot. 

Example: 
(8) a. Hay            migas             debajo    [de la  cama y    de   la   mesa]. 
         have.PRES   breadcrumbs  DE.under  of  the bed  and of   the table 
         ‘There are breadcrumbs under the bed and the table.’ 

      b. *?Hay         migas             bajo   [la     cama  y       la     mesa]. 
             have.PRES breadcrumbs under  the   bed    and    the   table 
             ‘There are breadcrumbs under the bed and the table.’ 
 

Explanation: 
•  There is an overt Case-assigner in (8a) (de) but a silent one 

in (8b) (Ø). 
•  Because Case-assigners cannot be omitted in coordinate 

structures (Demonte 1991), the structure of (8b) has to be 
the one in (9). 

    (9) bajo [Ø1 la cama [y Ø2  la mesa] 

•  Ø is affixal and needs to incorporate into its host, PLoc, in 
the syntax 

•  In (9), Ø1 (and probably also Ø2) is not in a position from 
which it can extract and incorporate.  

   
 

 

 
THE PROPOSAL 

	
 

An adverb cannot intervene between a “small” P and its 
complement. When adverb intervenes between a “big” P and 
its complement, it results in mixed judgments. 

Example: 
(10) a. *Hay              migas               bajo,  probablemente,  la   cama. 
            have.PRES      breadcrumbs    under probably             the  bed 
            ‘There are probably breadcrumbs under the bed.’ 

      b. %Hay           migas    debajo,    probablemente,  de la    cama.          
             have.PRES  breadcr.  DE.under   probably            of  the  bed       
            ‘There are probably breadcrumbs under the bed.’ 
 

Explanation: 
The simpler structure projected by “small” Ps allows for one 
site of adjunction for the adverbial: an impossible one.  
The more complex structure of “big” Ps allows for two 
potential sites of adjunction for the adverbial: a grammatical 
one, and an ungrammatical one, thus the mixed judgments. 
 
 

 

 

 

“Small” PPs may have locative and non-locative 
interpretations. “Big” PPs can only have locative ones. 

Examples: 
(11)  a. Estos  chicos   están   bajo    mi responsabilidad. 
              these  kids      are     under  my responsibility 

              ‘These kids are under my responsibility.’ 

         b.*Estos  chicos están   debajo      de   mi   responsabilidad. 
              these  kids     are      DE.under    of   my   responsibility  
          
Explanation: 
Silent PLACE forces a locative reading of  PPs. There is a silent 
PLACE element in the structure of “big” PPs. There isn’t a silent 
PLACE element in the structure of “small” PPs. 
 
 
 
 

 

The nominal complement of a “small” P can be interpreted as 
bounded or unbounded. The nominal complement of a “big” 
P is always necessarily interpreted as bounded.  

Examples: 
(12)  a. Me        acosté   a   descansar  bajo    el  sol. 
              CL.1SG   lay        to   rest.INF     under  the sun.’ 
              ‘I lay down to rest in the sun.’ 

        b. #Me       acosté   a   descansar debajo   del       sol 
                CL.1SG   lay        to   rest.INF    DE.under of.the  sun 
               ‘I lay down to rest right underneath the sun.’ 

        [(12b) only felicitous if the speaker is lying under a fake sun] 

 

Explanation: 
Possessive structures (such as datives and sentences with the verb 
tener ‘have’) seem to exhibit a ban on unbounded possessors. 
The nominal complement of a “big” P is a possessor; the nominal 
complement of a “small” P is not.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

Uriagereka (2000) observes that accusative clitic-doubled 
structures differ from their non-doubled counterparts in terms 
of referentiality and delimitedness. 

Effect 1: Referentiality 

(13) a. Al      verte     a  ti,     vi      a     mi    madre    en    tu     sonrisa. 
           upon  see.CL  A  you   saw  A     my   mother   in    your  smile 
           ‘When I saw you, I saw my mother in your smile.’ 

       b.#Al     verte    a  ti,    la    vi     a   mi   madre    en    tu     sonrisa. 
           upon  see.CL A  you CL      saw  A  my   mother   in    your  smile 
 

In (13a), without the clitic la, mi madre ‘my mother’ is 
interpreted as an attribute. In (13b) with the clitic la, mi madre 
‘my mother’ has a referential interpretation (anomalous in the 
context of (13)). 

Effect 2: Delimitedness 

(14) a. Yo   toqué    esa  sonata  hasta  las 7:00  durante   horas! 
           I      played  that  sonata  until     the 7:00  during    hours  
          ‘I played that sonata until 7:00 for hours!’ 

       b. Yo la      toqué    esa  sonata  hasta  las 7:00  durante   horas! 
           I    CLACC   played  that  sonata  until     the 7:00  during    hours  
 

(14a) without the clitic la means that the speaker played every 
time a different token performance. (14b) with the clitic la can 
only mean that the speaker played an unreasonably long sonata 
and that this single performance lasted hours, thus the anomaly. 
 

Referentiality and delimitedness were precisely the two 
semantic asymmetries identified  for “small” and “big” Ps. 
The  analysis developed so far remains intact, but we make the 
following final proposal: 
 

FINAL PROPOSAL:  
“Big” Ps are the clitic-doubled variants of “small” Ps. 
debajo de la mesa is the “doubled variant” of bajo la mesa, in the 
same way that La vi a María is the doubled variant of Vi a María. 
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 (2) a. El    libro      está   bajo     la     mesa.                           ‘ SMALL’ P                      
          the  book     is       under   the  table. 
         ‘The book is under the table.’  

      b. El    libro      está   debajo     de  la    mesa.                       ‘BIG’ P                    
          the  book     is       DE.under  of   the  table 
          ‘The book is under the table.’ 
 
 (3) a. Juan   estaba escondido    tras        la   columna.            ‘SMALL’P               
          Juan   was    hidden          behind   the column  
         ‘Juan was hidden behind the column.’      

      b. Juan estaba escondido detrás       de  la    columna.         ‘BIG’  P                
          Juan  was    hidden      DE.behind of   the  column 
          ‘Juan was hidden behind the column.’ 
 
(4) a. María  se  paró   ante    la   catedral.                               ‘SMALL’ P              
         María  SE  stood  front   the cathedral  
         ‘María stood in front of the cathedral.’ 

     b. María  se  paró   delante     de    la    catedral                    ‘BIG’ P                         
         María  SE  stood  DE.L.front  of     the  cathedral 
         ‘María stood in front of the cathedral.’ 

 
 

 A bare nominal is possible as the complement of a “small” P  
but it is not possible as the complement of a “big” P. 

Example: 
(5) a.  El    pirata   escondió el   tesoro     bajo    tierra.  
          the   pirate  hid          the treasure  under earth 
          ‘The pirate hid the treasure underground.’ 

     b. *El    pirata  escondió el   tesoro      debajo   de  tierra.  
          the   pirate  hid          the treasure   DE.under  of  earth 
          ‘The pirate hid the treasure underground.’ 

 

Explanation:  
Bare nominals are banned from occupying A-specifier 
positions in Spanish (Cuervo 2003 and others). The nominal 
tierra ‘earth’ is a complement in (5a) but an A-specifier in (5b). 
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SYNTACTIC ASYMMETRY #1: BARE NOMINALS 

SYNTACTIC ASYMMETRY #2: COORDINATION 

SYNTACTIC ASYMMETRY #3: ADV. INTERVENTION 

SEMANTIC ASYMMETRY #1: LOCATIVE READINGS 

SEMANTIC ASYMMETRY #2: BOUNDEDNESS 

CLITIC-DOUBLING “EFFECTS” 

Conclusion #1: 
The nominal in the structure of a “small” PP is a complement. 
The nominal in the structure of a “big” PP is an  A-specifier. 

Conclusion #2: 
The nominal in the structure of both “small” and “big” Ps is a 
“Case-assigner Phrase,” or “KP.” 

Conclusion #3: 
The structure of “small” Ps is simpler than the structure of “big” Ps. 

Conclusion #4: 
“Big” PPs contain a silent PLACE element. “Small” PPs do not. 

Conclusion #5: 
The nominal in the complement of a “big” P is a possessor. 
The nominal in the complement of a “small” P is not. 


